CyberMapper™
THREAT INTELLIGENCE GATEWAY CONTROLLER
Overview
NoviFlow’s CyberMapper enables NoviWare™ compatible switches (such as NoviFlow’s NoviSwitches and select
commercially available white-box switches) to deliver packet filtering, threat mitigation and load balancing directly in the
network fabric in a simple, scalable pizza-box form factor, and at a fraction of the price of conventional threat mitigation
solutions. CyberMapper leverages the power and flexibility of the programmable SDN match-action pipeline to implement
fine grain mapping of cyber mitigation events including reputation filtering and load balancing into a DPI security cluster,
delivering a high-performance Threat Intelligence Gateway that can process up to 6.5 Tbps in a single switch using open
standard interfaces such as OpenFlow, gRPC and P4-runtime.

SERVICES
High-performance Security Mitigation

High-performance Security Redirect

"Black list" Mitigation actions are requested via an API
and matching packets are dropped at line-rate

Redirect actions are requested via an API for certain flows, or class of
flows, to be redirected to a security cluster of Firewalls of DPI engines

"Scaling" Load Balancing for Redirected Flows

Affinity Load Balancing

Redirected flows are load balanced across the Firewall
or DPI cluster. This provides scaling technologies for
"in-line" security devices.

On a fail-over event only the flows targeted towards the failed security
device move. All other flows remain with the security device processing
the flow prior to the Fail-over event.

CyberMapper Reputation Filtering

IP Reputation Security Feed

Border Router

Web Content Filtering

CyberMapper identifies known-safe (whitelist) or known-hostile (blacklist)
traffic before it enters the network, dropping hostile traffic and filtering out
traffic that doesn’t need further security scrutiny reducing the load on
expensive DPI servers by 30% or more!
CyberMapper integrates real-time inputs from trusted industry IP
Reputation Feeds as well as mitigation events generated by DPI threat
engines by implementing them as new OpenFlow rules instantly distributed
to all OpenFlow switches managed by CyberMapper.

Whitelisted traffic forwarded without inspection
Blacklist traffic is dropped
Remaining traffic sent to DPI stack

30% or more
reduction in
traffic sent to
DPI cluster!

CyberMapper Affinity Load Balancing
Unlike traditional load balancers, CyberMapper uses the large rule set capabilities
of NoviFlow’s NoviSwitches to implement an “Affinity” high-availability (HA) load
balancing algorithm with non-destructive failover, far superior to any simple hashing
or LAG based Load Balancing. This function provides Non-Destructive Load
Balancing services to the Security Content Filtering DPI Cluster specifically
designed to protect the stateful nature of Security DPI servers. This reduces costs
by eliminating the need for expensive Load Balancing appliances fronting the DPI
Cluster, and enables upgrades, additions, and repair of Security DPI Servers without
impeding security analysis of remaining DPI Servers
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CyberMapper Data Sheet

CyberMapper Dashboard
CyberMapper also includes a browser-based tool that administrators use
to monitor the functions of the CyberMapper Gateway and its
environment. It provides real-time status on each DPI Server in the
security cluster, traffic flow information on the WAN and LAN ports, plus
the active status of Reputation and Mitigation filtering
The Dashboard helps protect networks by enabling real-time evaluation
of the effects of attacks in progress and results of mitigation, as well as
capacity analysis of flow volumes to DPI Servers. It is designed to handle
very demanding probes into the switch and data visualization, and
provides a solid core for future development of CyberMapper analytics
and big-data visualization.

CYBERMAPPER FEATURE SUMMARY
Can manage multiple NoviSwitches

Cybersecurity Mitigation and Acceleration with

High-Performance Port-Based Load Balancing
to a Cluster of Web Content Filtering Servers

▪
IP Rep Mitigation feed is propagated to all the TIG NoviSwitches
▪
Affinity Load Balancing is implemented switch-by-switch
▪
Associated DPI clusters likely to be different at each TIG
▪
Whitelist
▪
Blacklist
Up to 6 million total match entries such as an address (shared by both
lists) Note: this is dependent on hardware capabilities. Requires NoviFlow
NoviWare 400.2 or later. Please verify on NoviFlow website for specific
capacities with different NoviWare compatible switches.
▪
Bi-Directional Load Balancing with “Symmetric Hashing” using High
Availability (HA) Algorithm with “Non-Destructive” failover on HA
events (DPI Engine down).
▪
Load Balancing Management via REST API for setup, teardown, and
management and In-Band Heartbeat to DPI Servers.

OEM BENEFITS
Leverage the performance, agility and powerful features of NoviFlow’s NoviWare, a fully programmable data plane for your
innovative security solutions including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

CyberMapper cybersecurity application integration solution to reduce the integration cost and time-to-market of your own
cybersecurity applications.
Faster uptake of new solutions via sales and marketing assistance.
The most complete implementation of OpenFlow 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 in the industry.
A mature NOS with the node management and automation features data center and network managers expect, commercialgrade reliability and performance that has been deployed in some of the largest networks in the world.
The table capacity to handle millions of flows.
Throughput of up to 6.5 Tbps per data plane device.
The ability to scale infrastructure for even the largest network applications.
Custom enhancements to the NoviWare platform where market opportunities warrant.
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NoviFlow Inc. All other product names, company names and trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective
owners. Document #DS2017-DSOCM-01

CyberMapper Solution Requirements:
▪
▪
▪

CyberMapper s/w running on a standard server
(4-core X86 with mimum 16GB RAM, or better)
One or more NoviWare capable switches (NoviSwitch 2000 or 5000 series, or equivalent white-box devices
running NoviWare. See www.noviflow.com for list of certified white-box devices) Barefoot Tofino-based devices
are recommended for deployments managing 500K or less IP reputation rules.
One CyberMapper Right-to-Use license for each switch being managed by CyberMapper.

NoviFlow’s CyberMapper Threat Intelligence Gateway is a game changer for SDN-based cybersecurity. Designed to
simplify the use of powerful SDN technology in securing networks, it leverages NoviFlow’s industry-leading NoviWare™ to
deliver unprecedented levels of cost/performance, flexibilty and scalability.

NOVIFLOW PART NUMBER
800-002-001
800-002-002
800-002-003
800-002-004
800-002-005

CyberMapper Base Software license for X86 server (Recommend 4-core,
16 GB RAM or better)
CyberMapper RTU Software license for Series 2000 NoviSwitches or
Mellanox NP5-based white boxes
CyberMapper RTU Software license for Barefoot Tofino-16-based switches
CyberMapper RTU Software license for Barefoot Tofino-32-based switches
CyberMapper RTU Software license for Barefoot Tofino-64-based switches

NoviFlow Inc.™ aims to change the traditional approach to networking by making networks fully programmable. The
company was founded to deliver upon the promise of OpenFlow and SDN by delivering solutions that can handle complex
flow processing and be field upgradable via software updates, making it possible for data centers and WANs to keep up
with today’s exponentially growing networking demand. For more information, please visit www.noviflow.com™ or e-mail
us at contact@noviflow.com
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